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• Cabling and jointing

• Containerised substations

• Extra high voltage (EHV)

• Engineering, procurement and   
 construction (EPC)

• Emergency callouts

• Industrial, commercial, manufacturing

• Maintenance

• New connections

• Offshore

• Optical fibre installation

• Overseas

• Power system design

• Renewables

• Switchgear

• Testing and commissioning

• Transformers

• VLF testing

SERVICES

Smith Brothers Ltd is a turnkey HV electrical contractor with over 20 years’ 
experience. Since our inception in 1997 and incorporation in 1999, we’ve worked on 
a vast portfolio of projects throughout the UK and overseas, both as an ICP and EPC 
contractor on projects up to 132kV.

Our clientele operate in varied sectors including commercial and industrial, 
renewables and water treatment, and have included major nationwide utilities 
providers, blue-chip brands, local SMEs and construction partners. 

Having recently expanded into the Irish market, Smith Brothers have also begun 
work on various projects as an EPC (Engineering Procurement and Construction) 
provider – developing gas peaking and battery storage sites. 

We offer a range of services and can cater for everything from the delivery of a 
turnkey project –  including design, the supply and commissioning of equipment 
and cabling installations from LV up to 132,000 volts (220,000V in ROI) – to ongoing 
preventative maintenance, ensuring your equipment continues to run smoothly. 

Whether we’re working on a high or low voltage distribution system, a simple 
assignment or a complex turnkey project, we have varied and in-depth expertise  
at our fingertips. Our team is made up of highly-trained electrical design engineers, 
cable jointers, wiremen, fitters and commission engineers – not to mention  
back-office staff including estimators and project coordinators. 

We’ve worked hard to uphold a series of industry standards and have an enviable 
health and safety record. As a registered UK company holding ISO 9001:2015, 
quality is always a high priority. All work is carried out under a risk assessment and 
method statement as required by law, and as part of our commitment to health, 
safety, and the environment, we also hold ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 45001:2018 
certification too.

The team’s multi-disciplined engineering skill-set translates into an ability to 
complete every job safely, on time and to budget – however complex. While every 
project is different, the one similarity with each customer is they appoint us for our  
in-house expertise. 

The team’s multi-disciplined engineering 
skill-set translates into an ability to complete 
every job safely, on time and to budget  
– however complex.

THE UK’S LEADING 
ICP AND EPC DESIGN 
AND BUILD CONTRACTORS



As an Independent Connection Provider (ICP) Smith Brothers is approved 
and accredited to provide grid connections in all areas of the UK. 

Whether industrial or commercial premises – or a generation scheme – we 
can deliver a competitive, turnkey offering, from initial application, design, 
construction and commissioning, through to final adoption and energisation. 

We have been assessed and accredited nationally by Lloyds Register,  
to carry out the following infrastructure works:  

• Cable jointing (LV Dead, LV Live,11kV, 33kV, 132kV) 

• Cable laying (LV, 11kV, 33kV, 66kV, 132kV) 

• Civil engineering works (including design, construction, excavation, 
 cable laying and reinstatement)

• Electrical design

• HV cable networks (11kV, 33kV, 66kV, 132kV) 

• Overhead steel tower (11kV, 33kV)

• Overhead wooden pole (LV, 11kV, 33kV) 

• Project management 

• Substation installation (11kV, 33kV, 66kV, 132kV)
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INDEPENDENT 
CONNECTION PROVIDER

Smith Brothers has been involved in helping balance supply and demand 
to the UK grid since the infancy of the Engineering Procurement and 
Construction (EPC) market. This area is rapidly evolving, and with our 
turnkey service offerings, we’re helping drive standards forwards.

Our multi-disciplined team is well-equipped with vast knowledge and 
experience across an array of balancing services. As well as having worked 
alongside some of the largest Short-Term Operating Reserve (STOR) 
developers in the country, we have expertise in Triad, Enhanced Frequency 
Response (EFR), Firm Frequency Response (FFR), Secondary Frequency 
Response (SFR), Demand Side Balancing Reserve (DSBR), System Voltage 
Reduction (SVR) and merchant trade.

END-TO-END PROJECT MANAGEMENT

No matter the scope of your project, we can provide a turnkey solution  
that’s tailored to your specific requirements – and a single source of 
warranty. With in-house expertise to handle everything from design through 
to commissioning, we’re the go-to service provider for developers looking 
for a safe, efficient and cost-effective capacity management solution.

That’s one trusted, experienced contractor to handle the entire scope of 
works – from design to completion – minimising risk, delays and costs.

ENGINEERING, 
PROCUREMENT AND 
CONSTRUCTION (EPC)

   We have worked with the Smith Brothers team for circa  
10 years on around 12 projects now, most involving contestable 
and customer works. They have always gone the extra mile to 
get the job done on time, while still maintaining a high standard 
of workmanship. Smith Brothers is also easy to work with, up for 
a challenge and very accommodating when the scope or program 
changes – as it inevitably does – during construction. 
Morgan Donnelly, Electrical Engineering Manager,  
REG Power Management.

“

”

• All cabling, jointing, switchgear and 
 transformer works 

• Carbon reduction advice 

• Containerised solutions 

• Design and supply of networks with  
 embedded generation

• Design and supply of solutions   
 that facilitate stable, continuous and  
 optimised flow of electricity 

• Design, procurement and installation  
 of new connections 

• Grid connection applications 

• Maintenance

• Network operations 

• Off-site UIP assistance 

• On-site gas and diesel services 

• Project and excavation management  
 – including all civils and construction 

• Supply and Installation and testing of  
 gas or diesel gensets – up to 4MW

• Supply and Installation of battery  
 containers – up to 50MW 

• Testing and commissioning

Holding accreditations with many 
trade associations, our end-to-end offering  
covers a spectrum of EPC services, these include:
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POWER SYSTEM DESIGN

Under the Health and Safety at Work Act and the Electricity at Work 
Regulations it is a requirement for all businesses to ensure they maintain 
the electrical infrastructure on their premises and to maintain records 
and network diagrams. In order to ensure the safe, cost-efficient and 
uninterrupted operation of your power distribution system, planned 
preventative plant maintenance is essential. 

Maintenance and condition monitoring has a vitally important role to 
play when it comes to fulfilling your regulatory requirements but, it also 
minimises the risks associated with network failure. Due to the reliability of 
high voltage switchgear and transformers, they are often overlooked when it 
comes to regular servicing. But, waiting until a fault arises can be incredibly 
disruptive, expensive, and sometimes even dangerous. 

The frequency of maintenance and inspection is variable dependant on the 
type of equipment, as well as the age and condition of the infrastructure, 
and the frequency of operation. We offer a range of flexible maintenance 
agreements for all clients, to ensure your plant remains in perfect working 
order – and legally compliant. 

Our team will devise a care programme which is tailored to the specific 
needs of your site. Should the worst happen, we can be called upon to 
conduct emergency switchgear and cabling repairs and will efficiently rectify 
faults and breakdowns to minimise customer disruption.

MAINTENANCE

   When it comes to large-
scale projects, choosing 
to partner with a turnkey 
contractor can have a 
significant impact on 
the delivery process. By 
overseeing everything from 
design and planning, through 
to construction, energisation 
and commissioning, Smith 
Brothers is ensuring that 
they set a high benchmark 
within the electrical 
engineering sector. 
Patrick Nicholas, Head of 
Delivery, Arlington Energy

“

”

Boasting over 90 years of combined industry experience, the Smith Brothers 
power system design team offers a complete range of civil and electrical 
project design and consultancy services. 

Our in-house experts can take responsibility for conducting initial project 
feasibility studies and specifications, along with designing and negotiating 
grid and primary substation connections, electrical protection and control 
schemes. 

Possessing a wealth of expertise – which includes working with 
Transmission System Operators (TSO), Distribution Network Operators 
(DNO), Distribution System Operators (DSO), Independent Distribution 
Network Operator (IDNO) and renewable energy providers – the team 
ensures projects are dealt with effectively, and efficiently. 

We hold full Lloyds National Electricity Registration Scheme (NERS) 
accreditation for the following design activities: 

• Cable networks from 11kV to 132kV 

• LV cable networks to industrial / commercial properties 

• Substations from 11kV to 132kV

   In an industry like ours, you really can’t afford for there to 
be any down-time in operations – particularly when it comes 
to unplanned outages. Proactive, preventative maintenance 
is central to our facilities management plans, and we rely 
on Smith Brothers to ensure our electrical infrastructure is 
preforming as it should, 365 days a year. 
Stuart Parker, Electrical Technical Engineer, United Utilities

“

”

Our portfolio of available 
design services includes: 

• Cable route and directional drilling  
 evaluation, GPR mapping and  
 utility searches

• Circuit designs for electrical   
 connections – up to and including 400kV

• Design of electrical protection, control  
 and G99 and G98 generator interface  
 schemes – up to and including 400kV

• Earthing soil resistivity surveys,  
 earthing system modelling and   
 earthing layout designs

• EPC design services to customer  
 networks

• Full computer aided design (CAD)  
 services using AutoCAD 

• Full substation civil and structural  
 substation design packages

• Grid and primary substation electrical  
 layout designs for DNOs, DSOs,  
 IDNOs and generation connections – up  
 to and including 132kV

• Preparation of technical reports,  
 calculations and project-specific  
 functional specifications

• Production of general arrangements  
 drawings, schematic and wiring  
 diagrams for protection and control  
 relay panels

• Provision of design checking of civil,  
 electrical and protection and control  
 systems

• SCADA system design and control  
 system interfacing
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RENEWABLES GENERATION AND   
DEMAND CONNECTIONS

   A project like the Tullymurdoch and Welton of Creuchies 
wind farm connections is always going to come across 
challenges – whether it’s the adverse weather or difficult 
terrain because of the remote location – and it is how you 
overcome these that defines the performance of a contractor. 

Smith Brothers, along with all the other parties involved, 
ensured the challenges and risks were managed, in order to 
deliver the project in advance of the deadline and on budget. 
Gavin Jackson, Senior Engineer, Green Cat Renewables

“

”

   Part of our ethos, when it comes 
to creating a new building – or breathing 
new life into an existing one – is to ensure the end-user  
has a sustainable product which caters to their needs, 
no matter how complex. As such, it’s crucial for us to work 
with a connection partner who understands how the building 
might evolve and be maintained, as well as the cost to run 
and assess environmental impacts – both now and in the 
future. Smith Brothers has been our connection partner on 
several projects over the last six years , and has delivered 
every time.
Jim Bradshaw, Senior Building Services Manager,  
BAM Construct UK

“

”

Generation has been a part of Smith Brothers’ core offering for over  
20 years – and we have evolved alongside the sector during this time. 

With expertise in a range of connections – from traditional diesel generators 
through to renewable and gas peaker projects – our experienced team 
counts United Utilities, Hull South and Flatworth as just some of our 
generation connection clients. 

GENERATION CONNECTIONS

DEMAND CONNECTIONS

Another one of our flagship sectors includes large commercial and industrial 
demand connections. Since the early days of Smith Brothers, we have 
worked alongside a range of companies.

Our vast portfolio has made us the contractor of choice for the likes of BAM 
Nuttall, Ardagh Group and British Steel, as well as water treatment clients 
such as Yorkshire Water and United Utilities. We offer connections in the 
following areas:

Smith Brothers can fulfil all wind power, solar energy, hydro and bio-
generation, anaerobic digestion (AD), waste-to-energy, gas peak STOR and 
battery storage electrical infrastructure requirements. We currently offer 
turnkey solutions for these renewables’ projects. Our highly-skilled electrical 
engineers can also supply and install short term operating reserve (STOR) 
infrastructure. 

As the contractor of choice for some of the UK’s largest renewable 
developers, we have already executed over 100 green energy projects, and 
have worked on some of the biggest STOR schemes in the country.

Our highly-skilled high voltage electrical engineers can carry out the 
following services:

• Cable infrastructure

• Civil construction works

• Design, supply and installation

• Earth systems 

• Grid connections from 6.6kV to 400kV

• Installation of feed in tariff (FIT)   
 and auxiliary supply meters

• SCADA cabling

• Switchgear

• Testing and commissioning

• Transformers

• STOR

• EFR

• FFR

• SFR

• DSBR

• SVR

• Merchant trade 

• Gas peaking

• Housing estates

• Commercial and industrial   
 connections

• Heavy industry

• Petro-chem
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EHV PRIMARY / SECONDARY    
VOLTAGE WORKS

CONTAINERISED 
SOLUTIONS, SWITCHGEAR 
AND TRANSFORMERS

   In 2018, we upgraded our entire high-voltage system 
and connected the facility to the local distribution network. 
For a manufacturing site like Saint-Gobain – where smooth 
operations are key to business success – we needed a 
contractor which would deliver a turnkey solution and 
conduct the engineering works efficiently and on time. 
Smith Brothers certainly didn’t disappoint!
Mick Dickinson, Engineering Manager, Saint-Gobain

“

”

Whether electrical power is required for a new, expanding or outdated 
facility, Smith Brothers offers a comprehensive containerised solution – 
including the design, supply and fit-out of switchgear and transformers.

Our experienced engineers will survey the site to understand the 
specification of works, before constructing the best-fit substation, off-site. 
Everything – from the switchgear and transformers, to the auxiliary panels – 
is housed and pre-tested in a single, purpose-built unit. 

The only on-site activity required is the preparation of a base, which keeps 
civil and planning works to a minimum. As soon as the slab is ready, we’ll 
deliver, install and connect the containerised solution.

We can supply any sized container to suit your individual requirements or to 
any DNO specification. It’s as easy as ‘plug and play’. 

SWITCHGEAR

Whether you are looking for new or reconditioned switchgear – regardless 
of the manufacturer – we can provide a full erection and installation service. 
Our rigorously trained team has worked with older equipment through 
to modern, state-of-the-art vacuum and SF6 models, ensuring all project 
requirements are covered.

Our engineers have received training and certification from several major 
manufacturers – including Siemens, Schneider, ABB, GE Alstom, Eclipse, 
ATG, Lucy Electric, Eaton and Reyrolle – and can install and maintain 
switchgear and transformers throughout the UK, including:

With our experienced technical knowledge of grid codes and EHV interface 
requirements, we can guide developers and contractors through the grid 
connection process. 

Our team will survey the proposed concept locations and design the 
primary connection/substation according to the specifications set by the 
local electricity authority. We can also procure, construct and commission 
associated substations – connecting the site infrastructure to the local 
electricity network. 

We offer the design, procurement and installation of EHV systems and 
equipment, including: 

• 24/7 emergency response agreements 

• Civil engineering works 

• Client engineer role on connection  
 applications 

• Construction Design Management  
 (CDM) principal contractor role

• Control and operation of renewable  
 assets 

• Design and construction of primary  
 substation connections  

 

• Electrical testing and commissioning 

• Fault level and protection grading  
 studies 

• G99 and G98 

• Grid code compliance 

• P28-G54

• Project management of electrical works 

• Route selection 

• Structured maintenance agreements  
 (1-3 years) 

• Transformer in-rush study

• Civil turnkey solutions 

• Control and protection systems 

• Earthing requirements 

• LV, HV and EHV cables 

• Primary plant 

• Transformers and switchgear

Smith Brothers will project manage 
the development, from concept design, right through 
to a managed handover of the site – including 66kV and 132kV 
– and can also oversee: 

• EHV switchgear up to 132kV 

• HV and LV switchgear up to 
33kV

• Package substations 

• Portable site supplies 

• Power factor correction   
 equipment

TRANSFORMERS

We can also supply, erect and install a wide range of new and reconditioned 
power transformers, from 100 kVA to 100 MVA. Our cast resin, fluid-filled, and 
air-cooled transformers are suitable for installations from 3.3kV of up to 132kV.
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CABLING AND JOINTING TESTING AND   
COMMISSIONING

Armed with decades of experience and a wealth of quality and safety 
accreditations, we pride ourselves on delivering professional testing and 
commissioning support on low and high voltage systems throughout the UK.

Our high voltage power engineers are well-equipped to test and commission 
all the equipment within your electrical transmission and distribution 
infrastructure, and we always supply a comprehensive report to authenticate 
our work.  

Our comprehensive testing and commissioning services include:

• All types of protection systems, including but not limited to unit protection,  
 distance protection, and bus zone differential protection

• Commissioning of all rotating machines and associated equipment

• Ductor testing

• Earth system testing including fall of potential earth and soil  
 resistivity testing

• FT4 LV bus bar flash testing

• Full DNO witness testing for new connection works

• Full range of transformer and switchgear oil testing

• Full scheme functionality testing

• G99/98 protection, ROCOF and vector shift testing for renewable  
 sector works

• High Voltage AC pressure testing

• High Voltage DC pressure testing

• Primary and secondary injection testing

• VLF cable testing

Cable joints and terminations are a fundamental component of the power 
distribution system. Therefore, the integrity of any scheme is reliant on their 
quality and reliability. 

Whether you’re working on a commercial and industrial, renewables, 
offshore, water treatment or capacity management project, our highly-skilled 
jointers have experience working with most types of power cable up to 
132kV, as well as small diameter control, telecoms and fibre optic cables 
too. 

Because the development of new cable types and connection techniques 
is continuously evolving, our jointers are constantly re-training to remain 
abreast of the latest technology. They have been independently certified 
by ABB, Raychem (Tyco), 3M, Lovink, Nexans and Pfisterer – to name but 
a few – on inner and outer cone plug connectors, joints, terminations and 
sealing ends.

Cable installation is all part of the package. Whether it be large power 
cables, small diameter control cables or fibre optics, we provide a complete 
installation service – including cable management systems, ladder racking, 
tray and basket systems, civil works and pulling.

What do our cabling and jointing services include?

• Cable and fault location, identification and spiking

• Cable and jointing services including cable management, installations and   
 fault finding

• Certified testing, with HV pressure testing up to 80,000 volts DC and VLF   
 testing up to 94,000 volts

• Sheath testing

• Network switch-on – we are trained and certified to act as an authorised   
 person for switching on client networks and projects

• Turnkey installation – cable management, joints and terminations; cable   
 ladder racking; cable tray and basket systems; civil works and cable pulling
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THE UK’S LEADING 
ICP AND EPC DESIGN 
AND BUILD CONTRACTORS

   Chesterfield Road is the first of many gas peaking projects 
Arlington has in the pipeline. Given the scale of our portfolio 
and approach to the market generally, it was crucial that we 
partnered with a trusted counterparty who would take care 
of all our EPC and technical needs.
Matt Clare, Director of Arlington Infrastructure, discussing Smith 
Brothers’ EPC works at a short term operating reserve (STOR) site 
in Sheffield.

“

”

SOME OF OUR 
CLIENTS
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Smith Brothers Contracting Ltd

SMITH BROTHERS IRELAND

Smith Brothers extended our presence outside the British 
Isles in 2017, with the opening of our Dublin office. 
Now, with a base in the Republic of Ireland, Northern 
Ireland and the UK – we are well-placed to respond to 
power assignments across an array of sectors, including 
renewables, commercial and industrial, water treatment, 
offshore and capacity management.

Whether we’re working on a high or low voltage distribution 
system, a simple assignment or a complex end-to-end 
project, we have varied and in-depth expertise at our 
fingertips. We are continually trusted by our clients 
to complete safe, efficient and cost-effective power 
engineering assignments, always to a high quality and 
with minimal disruption to the client and surrounding 
environment.

With vast experience of working on schemes both large 
and small, we are particularly equipped to deliver turnkey 
packages for especially complex or high voltage jobs. Across 
the wide array of services, we cover – including network 
connections, switchgear and transformer installations, 
cabling infrastructure and substation construction – our 
highly skilled team can take care of everything from 
design and build to testing, commissioning and ongoing 
maintenance.

We continually invest in the ongoing professional 
development of our team to ensure we consistently provide 
clients with future-ready solutions, as efficiently and cost-
effectively as possible. The energy industry is not one to 
stand still, and we are determined to move along with it.
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